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1. Methodology & Respondent Profile
Background and introduction
The Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) is the core strategic document which
drives all the Fire & Rescue Authority work. It includes both the service delivery
elements of Prevention, Protection and Response, and the vital support elements
that enable the service delivery to be effectively realised.
Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Authority produced a four year IRMP covering 2017-21.
The focus of this consultation was an invitation for comments on the five themes
which will guide the development of the Service over the next four years. We also
wanted to find out who would be willing to work with us to develop our Action Plan.
Consultation on the draft IRMP document took place over ten weeks from Monday
4th December 2016 until Sunday 12th February 2017. A draft report was produced for
the Strategic Leadership Team on 27th February. The final report will be inserted as
an appendix in the report to Fire Authority on 16th March.
Methodology
The consultation ran for a period of ten weeks, through an on-line questionnaire with
hard copies available on request. The survey set out two questions on the service
development themes and three questions on how DFRS engage, together with a link
to a separate survey for people who are interested in working with us to develop our
proposed action plan. In total 302 questionnaire responses were received (this
compares to 55 responses received to the last IRMP in 2016 and 950 responses to
the Transforming Service Delivery consultation in 2013).
The on-line questionnaire was included in the ‘Have Your Say’ section of the
Derbyshire Fire & Rescue website, along with a copy of the draft IRMP and
background text setting out the context of the consultation. There was also a link on
the home page directly to the consultation material.
The table below outlines the engagement methods used for each of the key
stakeholder groups consulted, a detailed stakeholder list is contained in the
appendices:
Group

Public

Staff
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Methods of engagement
• On line survey accessible from the homepage www.derbysfire.gov.uk and alternative formats on request.
• Media coverage and alerts via Press release, Facebook, Twitter
and raise awareness of how to get involved in the consultation.
• Emails to Service Volunteers, Primary & Secondary Schools,
50+ Forums, ICIB, Black and Minority Ethnic Group networks
and forums, Travellers Networking Forum, New Communities
networking forum, via Community Safety Officers, LRF Warning
& Informing group.
• On line survey accessible from FireView and alternative formats
on request.
• Publicised in RDS weekly update in December.
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Group
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partners
and local
businesses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Methods of engagement
Article in the Weekly Information Sheet (WIS) every week
throughout the consultation period asking staff to take part and
also send the link on to partner organisations/ stakeholders that
they deal with.
Letters of invitation sent to Unions (Fire Brigade Union, Unison,
Retained Firefighters Union)
19 Station visits
Visits to all 4 command and control watches
Notification to The Best Value Family Group Four partners
Email to neighbouring Fire and Rescue Services
Notification to Community Safety Partnerships
Derbyshire Partnership Forum and Local Strategic Partnerships
Members of Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire Chamber of
Commerce and NG20 Business Forum
Derbyshire Local Resilience Forum
Derbyshire Police and Police Crime Commissioner
Derbyshire District, county and city council leaders and Chief
Executives, DALC and Fire Authority members
Local MPs
Local consultation network groups
East Midlands Ambulance Service
Peak District Mountain Rescue
Age Concern
Asian Fire Service Association
Stonewall
WFS
Safeguarding Adults & Children Board (City & County)
Derby & Derbyshire Road Safety Partnership
Community Cohesion working group
Handy van providers group
Housing associations
Safer Communities Tasking advisory group
Community and Voluntary Services (CVS)
First contact Derbyshire
Trading Standards

Responses to the online survey (shown in red) have been plotted onto the timeline
below against information on the number of hits to the draft IRMP document
contained on the DFRS intranet site - Fireview (shown in green) and the number of
unique page views on the external websites ‘Have Your Say’ page (shown in blue).
Key publicity of the consultation for instance via press releases, new information
broadcast on Twitter and Facebook and station visits have been identified. This
shows the sustained efforts made by DFRS to keep the consultation as high a profile
as possible during the 10 week period. It also identifies Fire Brigade Union campaign
activity which helped sustain the response rate, but also may have generated the
responses about the detail of proposals in the Year One action plan - which the
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survey did not ask specific questions about. Overall the chart shows that there was
more interest in the documentation on line than there were responses to the survey,
and the external website attracted much more interest than the intranet. It also
shows the decrease in responses over the Christmas period.

Respondent Profile
The majority of respondents to the survey identified themselves as members of the
public (61%, 185 people). However it should be noted that from the language used in
comments made, it is possible to infer from that a number of these people are
closely associated to the fire fighter community. Verbal feedback also suggests that
some DFRS staff completed the survey twice - as a member of the public as well as
a DFRS employee.

Are you completing the questionnaire as a…?
70

61

Percentage

60
50
40
30

24

20
7

10

7
1

0
Member of the Derbyshire Fire Derbyshire Fire
public (185)
& Rescue
& Rescue
operational staff support staff
(72)
(22)
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Organisation
(21)

Derbyshire Fire
& Rescue
volunteer (2)
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Organisations responding:
• Derbyshire Neighbourhood Watch
• Derbyshire Constabulary
• Schools x5
• University of Derby
• District Councillors x3
• North East Derbyshire District Council / Bolsover District Council
• Bolsover Partnership
• Staffordshire Fire and Rescue service
• Nottinghamshire Fire and Rescue Service
• Health worker with Traveller families and vulnerable families
• Derwent Valley Mills World Heritage Site
• High Peak Unite Community
• Local business owners in Glossop, Derbyshire x2
• Association of Ukrainians in GB (Derby Branch)
• Derbyshire Cave Rescue Organisation
Other responses were received outside the questionnaire format from:
• Fire Brigade Union
• Dennis Skinner MP
• Patrick McLoughlin MP
• Natascha Engel MP
• Office of Police & Crime Commissioner
• Greater Manchester Fire & Rescue Service
• Nottinghamshire Fire & Rescue Service
• Local residents x2
The charts below show the profile of respondents (please note some respondents
choose not to answer some demographic questions and these numbers have been
identified for each question):
Two thirds of respondents (66%, 186 people) were male (22 respondents did not
provide their gender):
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The age group most commonly represented was the 25-44 year olds with 47% of the
responses (131 people). The majority of responses (84%, 134 people) were from
those aged between 25 and 64 years. 12% of the responses came from people aged
65+, however people aged 65 and above are an intrinsic target group for DFRS
services, which would be designed with these people in mind (25 people did not
provide their age).

94% of respondents (255 people) did not have a disability (31 respondents did not
provide details regarding disability).
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The majority of respondents (97%, 264 people) were from the white British or Irish
ethnic group, 9 respondents were from other ethnic backgrounds (29 respondents
did not provide their ethnicity).

What is your ethnicity?
300
264
250

Number of respondents

200

150

100

50

2

3

2

1

1

0
White
Any other Mixed/
British or
white
multiple
Irish
background ethnic
groups

Asian/
Asian
British

Black/
Any other
African/
ethnic
Caribbean/ group
Black
British

Other ethnic groups identified: British Ukrainian and Greek/ Irish/ Welsh/ English and
Russian heritage.
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2. Executive Summary
The number of responses to this consultation has been good, at 302 it compares
well to the two most recent similar consultations- the interim IRMP consultation with
55 responses and TSD with 950 responses. Although overall this is only 0.02% of
the population aged 16+ (2011 census), 10% of operational staff and 14% of support
staff.
Agreement was split between just over two fifths of people who agreed with the
approach outlined in the five service development themes (41%, 125 respondents),
and just under three fifths who disagreed (59%, 177 respondents).

•
•
•
•

100% of the 24 support staff that responded agreed.
86% of the 22 organisations that responded agreed.
65% of the 72 operational staff that responded disagreed.
69% of the 184 members of public that responded disagreed (please note that
from the language used in comments made, it is possible to infer from that a
number of these people are closely associated to the fire fighter community. It
should be noted that DFRS employees were not prevented from completing
the survey twice - as a member of the public as well as a DFRS employee).

Percentage

Agreement/disagreement with approach
shown by each stakeholder group
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

100
86
69
31

65
35
14
0

Member of the DFRS operational DFRS support Organisations (22
public (184
staff (72 people) staff & volunteers organisations)
people)
(24 people)
Yes I agree
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No I disgree
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The majority of comments though not all, were from people who expressed concerns
with the proposals. The three themes that dominated all the comments received and
accounted for 58% (132) of these were:
• the review of the duty system in Matlock and Glossop,
• opposition of cuts to frontline services and
• the threat to reduce fire cover and/or increase response times.
Relating this back to the fire service development themes it indicates that the theme
attracting most concern is: ‘Reviewing staffing levels, duty systems and ways of
working”, and specifically the Year One action plan proposal to review the duty
system in Glossop. It should be noted that none of the Year One action plan
proposals were consulted on specifically in the survey but were published as a
matter of transparency.
Typically comments which illustrate these points given as examples below:

“Whilst I agree with some of the
themes, I am completely opposed
to further cuts to front line
services…”

“Although the document is remarkably
vague, I am concerned about the
possible implications for the cover
provided in Glossop. It needs to take
into account Glossop's unique position
within the County, which, in conjunction
with the nature of the roads in this area,
would mean an unacceptable time lag in
providing additional support if required.
It is essential that a full service is
provided, 24 hours per day, in Glossop.”

“The Development Themes are exactly the types of activities
one would expect from a modern emergency service.”

The three most popular ways people would prefer to find out about DFRS are: direct
communication from DFRS (58 people), Facebook (49 people) DFRS website (36
people). These are all ways in which this consultation was publicised.
Almost two thirds of respondents (62%, 170 people) thought that DFRS does engage
sufficiently with them and their community

Draft IRMP 2017-21
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3. Results
Q1 & 2. 59% (177 respondents) said they disagreed with the approach to continue
taking DFRS forward and 41% agreed.

Do you agree/disagree with our approach to
continue taking DFRS forward as described in the
Service Development Themes? (Percentages)

41

59

Yes I agree

No I disagree

Of the 177 respondents that disagreed, 27% were operational staff, 2% were
organisations and 72% were members of the public.
153 people made additional comments relating to the approach set out in the service
development themes (totalling over 7,700 words). The table below shows that just
over three quarters of comments were made by respondents that disagreed with the
approach set out in the service development themes:
Number of comments left
% of all comments
Agree (125 people)
37
24%
Disagree (177 people) 116
76%
153
100%
All these comments have been analysed and grouped into themes, a summary of
these and quotes to illustrate each, are included below. Please note that many of the
comments that individual respondents made fell into more than one of these themes.
Comments themes – agreement/
disagreement with approach
Concern over the review of duty systems in
Matlock/ Glossop
Concern over the risk of decreased fire cover
and increased response times
General opposition to cuts to frontline
services
Opposition to reduced service alongside
same or increased tax/ rates
Draft IRMP 2017-21

Number of
responses
51
39
42
9
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Comments themes – agreement/
disagreement with approach
Desire for more financial support for public
service
Consultation approach and detail in the
documentation
Support for the approach
Collaborative working
Concern over increasing reliance on retained
duty system
Desire to see increased evidence based
decision making
Review of special appliances
Other (individual comments not falling under
one theme)

Number of
responses
11
17
15
14
13
5
1
11

Concern over the review of duty systems in Matlock/ Glossop
The largest group of comments were around the review of duty systems in Matlock/
Glossop. 51 people expressed concern over the proposals in the year one action
plan to review the duty system here. Far more concerns were raised in relation to
Glossop than Matlock (in excess of seven times more). Concerns focussed around
the risk of increased response times due to traffic congestion, poor road
infrastructure and the possibility of retained firefighters replacing whole-time staff,
plus increased demand due to new housing development – it is recommended that
these are addressed as part of a business case if these proposals move forward.
Concern over the risk of decreased fire cover and increased response times
A high proportion of comments (by 39 respondents) focussed on concern that fire
cover would be reduced and response times increased (it should be borne in mind
that none of the proposals in the draft IRMP covered response times). Many of the
respondents that raised concerns about a reduction in fire cover and increase in
response times were also concerned about the review of duty systems in Matlock
and Glossop and opposition of cuts to frontline services.
General opposition to cuts to frontline services
An almost equal number of comments (by 42 respondents) were made in general
opposition of cuts to frontline services. Where people gave a reason this was mainly
due to a concern for public safety and perception that there would be an increase in
response times and reduction of cover.
Opposition to reduced service alongside same or increased tax/ rates
9 people made comments that went beyond just an opposition to a reduction in
frontline service, in that they also mentioned dissatisfaction with paying either the
same or increased tax for this service.
Desire for more financial support for public service
A further 11 respondents commented that they felt more financial support should be
provided to the service.
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Consultation approach and detail in the documentation
17 people made comments about the consultation documents and approach, these
generally focus on a frustration with insufficient detail about how the themes in the
IRMP will be achieved, with respondents describing the document as 'obscure',
'vague' and 'woolly'.
Support for the approach
14 respondents provided comments in support of the approach outlined used words
like 'sensible', 'measured' and 'good way forward'. Three of the respondents although
supporting the aims/measures/approach did add caveats around safeguarding
resources in Glossop, not risking health and wellbeing and the need to maintain
manpower and resources.
Collaborative working
The 14 comments in support of collaborative working are split between positive
support, warnings and suggestions. Suggestions include: supporting health & social
care; engaging with blue light, local government and community groups to use spare
space in our buildings; and make savings from partnerships, internal ways of working
and shared corporate services.
Concern over increased reliance on retained duty system
13 people expressed concern over increasing reliance on the retained duty system,
highlighting issues such as: the retained appliance not being as quick to respond or
regularly available at all times, and retained being considered as less
practiced/trained and therefore less competent.
Desire to see increased evidence based decision making
5 people commentated that they wanted to see increased evidence based decision
making, this included the need to: ensure the issues are understood, become more
responsive to change and be subject to external scrutiny.
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Q3. Respondents were asked how they usually find out about DFRS and how they
prefer to find out.
The three most popular ways people would prefer to find out are: direct
communication from DFRS (58 people), Facebook (49 people) DFRS website (36
people). These are all ways in which this consultation was publicised. More people
would prefer to find out than already find out through libraries and local commercial
radio– so these are channels to explore more in future. Interestingly 84 respondents
said they usually found out through word of mouth, but this was only the preferred
method of communication for 23 people. The chart that follows sets out all the
responses.

How respondents usually find out about DFRS and how they
would prefer to find out (numbers of respondents)
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

84

83
73

70
58

43
32
25

43

36
19

2526

49

28

33

36

49
34

32

26

23
7 11

Usually find out

17

23

Prefer to find out

A number of individuals also stated that they usually find out about (and prefer to find
out about) DFRS in other ways, for instance through Derbyshire County Council
emails, public events, finding out information if and when they need to, or
membership of a multi-organisational partnership. One person suggested using
LinkedIn to communicate with local businesses and professionals.
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Q4 & 5. Almost two thirds of respondents (62%, 170 people) thought that DFRS
does engage sufficiently with them and their community (29 people choose not to
answer this question):

Do you think DFRS engages sufficiently with you
and your community (%)

38

62

Yes (170)

No (103)

The 103 respondents that disagreed represented the following groups:
Number
Members of public
69
DFRS operational staff
26
DFRS support staff
2
Organisations (these were: Derbyshire Constabulary,
6
Neighbourhood Watch, 3 District Councillors and High
Peak Unite Community)
87 respondents provided suggestions for what DFRS could do more of to improve
engagement with them and their community, 17 did not answer this question, but
chose to use it to reiterate their earlier responses. All the other suggestions have
been analysed and grouped into themes, a summary of these responses is included
in the following table and some comments fall into more than one theme.
Q5. Suggestion themes –
Comments on the IRMP consultation process
Direct correspondence to those who are
affected/ leaflets/ public meetings
More detailed proposals requested within
IRMP
Information to be easy to understand (Plain
English)
Local media
Events on stations
Council tax bills/ through other partners
Social media including blogs
Local fire crews supporting local events
Draft IRMP 2017-21

Number of
responses
36
19
12
11
6
6
5
5
4
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Q5. Suggestion themes –
Ongoing awareness raising of what DFRS do
Talks on request
Focus on educating young people
Other (individual comments not falling under
one theme)

Number of
responses
3
2
2
4

36 respondents made comments about the IRMP consultation process specifically,
looking more closely at these people’s responses:
• 12 wanted to see direct communication to those affected eg via leaflets, public
meetings,
• 12 wanted more detailed proposals to be available,
• 7 wanted to see Plain English used in the proposals,
• 6 thought there should have been more publicity about the IRMP generally but
were not specific about what method should be used to communicate,
• the other communication channels suggested to publicise the IRMP were:
through local media (2), provide talks (1), social media/blog (1) and, attend a
local crew event (1).
Looking at all the suggestions for improving how DFRS engage, the picture that
emerges is that people want direct communication of more detailed proposals
describing how they are effected in plain English. This should be supported by a
range of other communication- through local media, events on station,
communication through partners including Council tax bills, social media, supporting
local events and giving talks.

Conclusion
The picture that has emerged through this consultation is one of split satisfaction
with the service development themes, with the public and operational staff being
more likely to disagree with the approach. As only one overall satisfaction question
was asked it is hard to be definitive about where their dissatisfaction lies, but an
analysis of the comments has shown that the key area of concerns fall into the
service development theme of: ‘Review staffing levels, duty systems and ways of
work’. There are also some small concerns over ‘Collaboration and Shared Services’
in terms of not forgetting core business and some comments reflect dissatisfaction
with cuts to public service generally. However there was also support for the
approach set out in the service development themes, and a desire to see more
evidenced based decision making. It should be borne in mind that the comments are
over representative of those who disagree with the approach (59% of respondents)
and under representative of those who agreed (41% of respondents), as a quarter of
all comments received were from people who agreed with the proposed approach.
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IRMP 2017-21 Consultation
5 December 2016- 12 February 2017
Register of letters/ emails of responses received
13/10/16

Fire Brigade Union, Chris Tapp

1/12/16

Dennis Skinner MP

6/12/16

Fire Brigade Union, Chris Tapp & Ben Keiller

5/1/17

M Buckley

6/1/17

Office of Police & Crime Commissioner, Lauren Carnelly

10/1/2017

Dennis Skinner MP

13/1/17

Greater Manchester Fire & Rescue Service,

19/1/17

Constituent, P Anderson

26/1/17

Sir Patrick McLoughlin MP

10/2/17

Fire Brigade Union, Chris Tapp

10/2/17

Nottinghamshire Fire & Rescue Service, Councillor Darrell Pulk

16/2/17*

Natascha Engel MP

(*Received after the consultation closed)

Rachel Harley

